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Abstract— Transferring multimedia data from and to customers
is one of the biggest challenges of current network engineering. A
key challenge, researchers are confronted with, is to understand
what kind of real-time support is needed, what the network could
provide to the application and how the application could utilize
codecs, quality settings and transmission protocols in order to
assure the service. In this paper we introduce the open source
software Homer-Conferencing (HC) as multimedia test bed for
research purposes. Our approach was developed during the last
four years. The main goal of our work is to allow researchers
implementing deep analysis of multiple kinds of multimedia
traffic. For this purpose, exchangeable codecs and adjustable
transmission qualities can be used in a video conferencing
application. In this paper, we describe the architecture of HC and
highlight based on selected experiments the benefits the HC
system provides for experiments and measurements in currently
used networks as well as future Internet platforms.
Keywords—Conferencing, case study, QoS, transmission
requirements, multimedia streaming, peer-to-peer, Future Internet.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Today’s Internet is based on the well-known “Open
Systems Interconnection” (OSI) reference model [1]. It works
well for known services such as mail or simple file transfer.
However, in the recent years coping with the requirements,
needed by applications, became an increasingly challenging
task.
In fact, the robust and longtime used current network
architecture has multiple drawbacks [2], such as the lack of
efficient support of popular services of today, e.g. Real-Time
(RT) multimedia transmissions. Such services have variable
requirements for transmissions. However, an application
requirements-driven combination of functional blocks is not
possible. Currently, the application can select between
predefined static function-bundle-sets, which are provided by
existing protocols of different OSI layers. Special protocol
functions cannot be addressed explicitly or combined to a new
chain of functional blocks [3]. For example, the currently used
network stack is not able to support an unreliable, ordered and
encrypted transmission, although multiple protocols exist
which support these functions separately. However, this
combination of functional blocks could be desirable for a
secured transmission of a video stream. Besides the lack of

support for a flexible function combination, there also exist
redundant implemented functions. In today’s networks,
protocols are simultaneously applied which provide similar or
the same special functional blocks, e.g., load sharing and
congestion control on the transport layer [4, 5]. But there is no
common interface, which allows the addressing and the
combination of such functional blocks in a general way. Briefly
summarized, there is no functional block base for providing a
service as demanded by RT applications.
In general, the transport of application data over a
communication network like the Internet is definitely a
complex task, and the complexity is increasing by using
interim solutions such as shim layers, cross layer approaches
and other optimizations in order to tackle the needs of recent
and future applications. There is a need for supporting
application requirements and fulfill them by instantiating
functional blocks. The demands are very fine granular and the
needed functions could be found not only on the transport level
but also across the layers when using session handling,
security, routing, load sharing or QoS. One goal of the current
research is to figure out, which requirement descriptions are
needed and if and how the network could provide this. One of
the examples we want to highlight in this context is the use of
RT communication where “best effort” is definitely not
enough. In fact, QoS requirements have to be fulfilled [6], such
as a maximum end-to-end delay or a minimal provided end-toend data rate. In this context, the research community of today
needs not only platforms like GENI, G-Lab, F-Net or Planet
Lab, but also tools and demonstrators which enable
measurements for comparing studies or implementing proof-ofconcept scenarios. In this work we want to contribute to this
research area by introducing our software approach, we denote
as Homer Conferencing (HC) system [7]. Our solution enables
testing new protocols and network design principles by
providing a common multimedia communication test platform
designed for RT communication.
In this paper, we first give an overview on the main design
goals and the adaptive architecture of our solution. Following
this,, we demonstrate within the evaluation part of this paper
the benefits of our solution in a specific use case where HC
allows using different codecs and further describe how HC
helps understanding the application needs, its behavior and
observe the resulting data streams.
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II.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Starting the development in 2008, HC was built up as an
alternative to existing open source tools like “Ekiga” [8] and
“Linphone” [9]. Since the start of development, the focus of
HC was on separate logical transport streams. The HC software
was designed to support separate multimedia streams with
explicitly given transmission requirements per stream,
something that was not possible with existing software and is
still difficult to implement by the help of alternative software
of today. Moreover, the software supports recording of
measurements per logical stream and not only per connection
or session. Based on the support of separate stream
transmissions, HC supports the development and performance
measurements of next generation networks or Future Internet
approaches. In general, the goal was also to create a tool which
allows a deeper look into RT transmissions and application
behavior, e.g. by using different static and adaptive audio and
video codecs.
In order to study the application behavior in complex
scenarios, the software also supports (RT) video conferencing.
This scenario requires the transmission of different kinds of
application data: control data for conference management, and
chat messages, audio and video (A/V) streams for participant
interaction. Every kind of application data has its own
requirements for a transmission. For example, control data has
to be transmitted in a reliable manner while multimedia
streams can tolerate packet loss at a low rate. In addition, the
packets of all streams have to be transmitted in an ordered way.
An additional design principle for the HC development was
to provide all desired application services in a decentralized
peer-to-peer (P2P) operation mode. For this purposes, the
“Session Initiation Protocol” (SIP) [10] and the “Session
Description Protocol” (SDP) [11] were selected. They can be
used in centralized as well as decentralized mode. Therefore,
each conference session in HC is controlled based on the SIP
protocol. With each conference session an audio and a video
stream in bidirectional directions can exist. All of these streams
have several media parameters, which have to be
acknowledged by both session participants. In HC, the media
parameters hand-shake is implemented based on the SDP
protocol which here is implemented as sub protocol of SIP. HC
applies SIP as well as SDP by the help of the library “SofiaSip” [12]. The internally used signaling messages implement a
request-response protocol, which is similar to other XMLbased service protocols [13]. As a result of this, each signal
message of SIP/SDP consists only of human readable elements,
which is beneficial when debugging the signaling processes.
Moreover, the general concept behind SIP and SDP was kept
rather simple in comparison to alternative approaches. For
example, H.323 [14] represents such an alternative solution.
But its main drawback is its complexity, caused by the need of
many sub protocols for operation, such as H.225, H.245, H.450
and H.235. Moreover, this solution is based on binary encoded
signaling messages, which hamper fast prototype development.
HC uses a generalized signaling interface towards the
network in order to abstract the specific network stack
implementation. This is implemented by the “network API”
(NAPI). NAPI was inspired by the “G-Lab API” [15], which is

one of the results of the work within the G-Lab Project [16].
The design of this API allows an easy integration of existing
protocols by the well-known de-facto standard Berkeley
sockets but also addresses Future Internet approaches like FoG
[17]. As a result of this, HC handles data streams
independently from the current network stack implementation
behind the NAPI. By the help of NAPI, HC is able to define
different kinds of requirements per stream. The current
software release [7] allows adjusting transmission requirements
based on user inputs. For example, the user is able to define a
maximum end-to-end delay and a minimum end-to-end data
rate. Additionally, functional blocks, e.g., reliable transmission,
can be addressed by the help of transmission requirements.
A list of (desired and) implemented features is given in the
following:
-

cross platform development: Windows, Linux, OSX

-

video conferencing in real-time via P2P transmissions

-

video codecs: h261/h263/h264, mpeg1/2/4, theora

-

audio codecs: mp3, g.711, pcm16

-

streaming/recording/playback of A/V data

-

screenshots of received video streams

-

support for UDP, TCP, UDP-Lite, (CMT-)SCTP

-

support for IPv4, IPv6

-

adjustable A/V quality for streaming

-

selectable transmission requirements for streaming
III.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The HC software consists of seven main software
components, depicted in Table 1. The first one is the main
program binary, which includes the graphical user interface
(GUI). It is based on six additional software components,
which are implemented by separate libraries.
Component
GUI
(program binary)
Multimedia
(library)
Conference
(library)
SoundOutput
(library)
Monitor
(library)
NAPI
(library)
Base
(library)

Responsibilities
User interface for interaction with user,
provides needed graphical views and controls
A/V hardware access, A/V streams
encoding/decoding, RTP packet processing
SIP
based
conference
management,
SDP packet processing
Hardware access for sound playback
Observation of threads, measurement of data
flows and generating of packet statistics
Network-API: abstracted Berkeley sockets,
multiplexing between simultaneously available
socket implementations
Operating system abstraction for Windows,
Linux and Mac OSX

Table 1: Software components in HC
In order to support future extensions and modifications
without the need to modify the entire software, HC is not only
split into seven software components, but each software
component consists of several sub modules. Furthermore, the
“model view controller” (MVC) software pattern is applied to
split the software into a graphical user interface (GUI) as

frontend and A/V processing (including sound output) as well
as conference management as backend components. Frontend
and backend instances run in a separate process context. The
software components “NAPI” and “Base” implement separate
abstraction layers for network access and operating system
access, respectively. The latter allows to neglect any operating
system specifics within higher software components, e.g.,
multi-threading support. Orthogonally to the already mentioned
software components, a “Monitor” component is integrated. It
is responsible for creating statistics about threads and data
streams existing in HC. Based on the included software sensors
and a dedicated graphical view, each data stream is observed
by the monitor component and accumulated static values can
be shown in the GUI.
In the following sections an overview of the possible data
flows during A/V processing is given. Fig. 1 and 2 show the
involved sub modules of the component “Multimedia”. It
distinguishes between media sources and media sinks. The
multimedia processing uses the library “ffmpeg”
[18].

Figure 1: Possible data flows during video processing
A video source can be a connected device (e.g. a camera)
for video capturing, a local file, the local desktop screen or a
network source. Each of these video source modules is
responsible for decoding the grabbed video stream from its
individual format to RGB32 frames in order to allow a direct
presentation in a video widget, consisting of a window on the
desktop screen. Each RGB32 based video stream can be used
as input for a “MediaSourceMuxer” (short: muxer) module. It
is used for multiplexing between different media sources and
encodes an incoming video stream according to a defined
format, which can be selected via GUI. From the outside, a
media muxer module can also be used as a simple media
source because its interface is only an extension of the one
from basic media sources. However, the extended functions of
the muxer enable distributing each created video stream to
different assigned media sinks. They can represent a local file,
a memory area (for further processing) or a network
destination. Each media sink module supports the “Real-time
Transmission Protocol” (RTP) [19] in order to add timestamps
and sequence numbers per data chunk. They are used at
receiver side to detect packet loss and allow continuous video
playback. Moreover, the additional RTP can be used for
synchronization with audio playback in order to allow a
maximum of quality of experience (QoE) for the user at the

receiver side. In order to have a feedback about the quality of
the transmission at both sides the “Real-Time Transport
Control Protocol” (RTCP) [19] is also supported. It provides
periodic reports from both sender and receiver, and allows
them to compare the sent and received data in order to judge
the quality of the transmission. This could be used for codec
adaptions on the sender side in order to improve the QoE.
The network abstraction layer NAPI and its included
default backend implementation for using Berkeley sockets are
able to transmit an A/V stream based on one of the following
layer 4 protocols: TCP, UDP, UDPLite [20] and SCTP [21]. In
addition to the variation for layer 4 implementation, both IPv4
and IPv6 can be used as layer 3 protocol. HC does not
necessarily need IPv4 for operation and, therefore, can also be
used after the complete transition of the Internet from IPv4 to
IPv6. The overall possibilities are limited by the capabilities of
the underlying operating system and the supported socket
types. Moreover, there also exist approaches for stream
transmission based on Future Internet approaches [22-24].

Figure 2: Possible data flows during audio processing
Besides the possibilities for video processing, HC also
supports similar functions for audio processing. Fig. 2 gives an
overview about this. As a result of the similar module structure,
HC can easily be used to stream entire movies by using the
media framework (from the multimedia component) to process
both audio and video data from the same local file. Moreover,
for audio streams HC supports the same set of transport and
network protocols as for video streams. Therefore, a movie can
be transmitted through any kind of network stack which is
implemented behind the used network abstraction layer NAPI.
In order to allow an acoustic observation of processed
audio streams, the muxer is able to output each stream in the
standard audio playback format called “PCM16 stereo”, which
uses 16 bits per sample to quantify audio signals. This enables
fast prototyping and comparison of protocols since the actual
transmission quality can be determined qualitatively by such a
RT playback of received audio streams.
IV.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In the following examples we describe how HC can be used
in Linux in order to capture a video from a connected webcam,
transcode it via the H.263 codec and send the resulting video
stream via IPv6 to port 5004 of the local machine.

In Example 1 we use the Linux API “Video4Linux2”
(V4L2) for camera access. This part is encapsulated by the
module “MediaSourceV4L2”, which is automatically called by
the muxer module each time Step 4 is processed. This step is
executed periodically by the GUI while the stream is running.

Step 1: initialize the needed objects
MediaSourceMuxer *mux;
MediaSourceV4L2 *v4l2;
v4l2 = new MediaSourceV4L2();
mux = new MediaSourceMuxer();
mux ->RegisterMediaSource(v4l2);
mux ->SetOutputStream(“H.263”, ...);

Step 2: start camera access via V4L2
mux ->OpenVideoGrabDevice(...);

Step 3: assign network sink
mux ->RegisterMediaSink(„::1“, 5004, RTP_UDP);

For observing the behavior of each data stream in HC, the
GUI includes two table views dedicated to audio and video
streams. They depict the following statistic values per
processed stream:
-

Min./max./average packet size

-

Overall size of transmitted data

-

Counter of transmitted packets

-

Counter of lost packets

-

Used transport/network protocol

-

Current/overall data rate

For determining the continuous behavior of a processed
stream over time, the GUI additionally enables exporting the
entire set of measured data rate values to disc. For example,
this is useful to determine data rates, which are caused in the
network by the data sending HC instance. Moreover, this can
be used to judge the quality and time behavior of a reliable
transmission by comparing the values at receiver side with
those from the sender side.

Step 4: process one single frame
mux ->GrabChunk(...);

Example 1: Video capturing and distribution
In the second example we show how the video stream of
example 1 can be received from the network based on the
multimedia component. The proposed source code describes in
principle the process and abstracts some implementation
details. Compared to Step 4 of Example 1, Step 2 grabs a video
frame from the network. This step also has to be executed by
the GUI. According to the first example, Step 2 has to be
repeated for each frame. As described in Section II, the two
given examples can be modified in order to use - besides the
standard RTP/UDP configuration - protocols like TCP, UDPLite and SCTP. The hereby optimal settings depend on the
application scenario and which protocol features are needed
during the A/V stream transport in order to provide the desired
trade-off between QoE and network resource usage. Different
settings were already used in [25]. For such scenarios HC
supports the selection of different transmission requirements,
which are signaled through the network abstraction layer NAPI
towards the actually used network stack implementation. These
requirements influence the behavior of the network stack
behind the NAPI interface depending on the stack’s
capabilities.

Step 1: initialize the needed objects
MediaSourceNet *net;
net = new MediaSourceNet(“::”, 5004, RTP_UDP);
net ->SetInputStream(“H.263”, ...);

Step 2: process one single frame
net ->GrabChunk(...);

Example 2: Video reception

V.

EXPERIMENTS AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In the following, we describe a case study and measurement
results describing the time-continuous data rates, which are
acquired from the network resources during video
transmissions. We have concentrated on video transmissions
because their impacts on available network resources are
bigger than those of audio streams. This fact is caused by the
generally higher data rates and the used variable bit rate
generated by a compressing video codec. As a result of this, we
expected that the measurements show a varying transmission
data rate and also a varying amount of acquired network
capacities. To study the actual behavior and derive the
expected range of the resulting data rate of such a video stream,
we have used the proposed application examples of Section IV.
In the existing related work, we were not able to find any data
rate measurements, which applied both an old video codec like
H.261 and a recent one like H.264, in a comparative study
describing the throughput based on a real test bed. For our
study we measured all data rates of video streams by using the
code base of HC [7] without modifications. In order to measure
the actual data rates, we used the included stream statistic
outputs from the GUI, described in Section IV.
In general, we have created a measurement environment,
which is representative for today’s networks and which allows
future extension. Therefore, all measurements were based on
the same freely available animated movie [26] in order to have
a publicly available data reference. Moreover, we used only
well-known video conferencing codecs: H.261, H.263, H.264
and MPEG1/2/4 with different video resolutions and stream
qualities. According to page limitations we present an excerpt
of these results. In this paper, we focus on a fixed input video
resolution of 854 * 480 pixels from the movie file and an
output resolution of 176 * 144 pixels. The latter is created by
the re-encoding process within the muxer module.
Furthermore, we have adjusted the range for the video
quantizer scale [18] to values between 1 and 24, which
corresponds to a video quality setting of 10% within the HC

software. This setting has direct influence on the resulting bit
rate of an outgoing video stream. Within each generated
stream, every 18 frames a key frame was used and we have
limited the size of the resulting output packets in the GUI of
HC to 1280 bytes, which is the MTU size for an IPv6 based
link [27]. All measured values were collected at the sender side
after the video transcoding process and before the resulting
packetized stream of IP packets is send to the network. As a
result of this, we have measured in our experiments the actual
data rate, the stream would acquire from the network without
any kind of stream buffering, e.g. by socket buffers or
additional application queues. Figure 3 shows the measured
curves for the selected video codecs: H.261, H.263 and H.264.

changes of the outgoing data rate can be seen as data peaks in
Figure 3. Especially in the case of the H.264 codec these peaks
appeared very often but they lasted only for short time periods.
Because of this, the resulting average is much lower than the
peaks are. Moreover, the curves show that the codecs H.261
and H.263 have a similar behavior, while the H.264 codec
causes a much higher data rate for the same input data. In the
depicted figures, we have added black curves in order to show
the data rate trend for the entire movie length of 10 minutes.
In Fig. 4 the received video qualities for the 3 measured
video codec are depicted. The pictures show that the output
quality increases from H.261 to H.264, especially visible at the
clouds in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Received H.261, H.263 and H.264 picture

Figure 3: Resulting data rates during video streaming

Compared to Fig. 3, it is clear that H.264 requires the most
network resources but it delivers the best QoE.

Every measured value was determined when a packet left
the video processing chain. The frame rate of the input video
was 24 frames per second and the output packet rate varied
depending on the applied packet fragmentation. The colored
curves of Figure 3 show very clearly the scene changes,
especially at the end of the movie. The resulting behavior

Table 2 shows measurement statistics. The most interesting
values are the high maximum peaks, which appear for all video
codecs. They represent the actual caused data rate before any
kind of buffering is applied. In opposite to this, the average
data rates can be interpreted as approximation of the data rates
which would be acquired from the network.

[2]

Used video codec

Name of value

H.261

Overall Packets

H.263

H.264

15.939

16.916

26.694

Average packet size

402 bytes

369 bytes

771 bytes

Overall data

~6,12 MB

~5,96 MB

~19,65 MB

~10,59 kB/s

~10,23 kB/s

~33,78 kB/s

~28,22 MB/s

~23,88 MB/s

~108,23 MB/s

12 bytes

12 bytes

12 bytes

Average data rate
Max. data rate
RTP packet header
RTP payload header
Absolute overall
RTP overhead
Relative overall
RTP overhead

4 bytes

2 bytes

1-2 bytes

~249,05 kB

~231,27 kB

~364,96 kB

3,97 %

3,79 %

1,81 %

Table 2: Measurement statistics
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed Homer Conferencing (HC)
as open source software for experiments and measurements for
understanding multimedia applications, their requirements to
networks, and the behavior of multimedia streams. Since the
start of the software development in 2008 the software was
developed as an end user and research software. The latter is
shown in this paper by demonstrating how HC can be used to
accumulate measurement statistics of multimedia streams in a
real test bed in order to have a base for comparative
experimental studies of transport technologies. HC’s feasibility
to be used for experiments on different protocols layers in
current as well as future network architectures has been
documented in [22, 23, 25, 28].

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]
[17]

In this paper we have evaluated the behavior of video
streams and their requirements for network transmission. In the
future we plan to use these values as input for an automatic
requirements selection in order to improve network usage
efficiency based on approaches described in [23]. Additionally,
we plan to enable more specific functions of architectural
approaches, features and extensions of selected protocols and
codecs, e.g., SCTP, DCCP, IPv6 or QoS signaling. We plan to
make the HC system more comfortable for end-users in order
to allow surveys from distributed measurements.
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